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SUMMARY 

Free-falling recoverable-model tests were conducted at transonic 
speeda on a model ha-g a triangular wing of aspect ratio 3 end a k5O 
awept tail located in the chord plane of the wing. Static and dyn&c 
longitudinal-stability data for the complete model, force and moment data 
for the major components of the model, and load dietributions over the 
fuselage of the model were evaluated at angles of attack up to about 16O 
to 220, depending on the Mach number. The drag-rise-with-lift factor for 
the wing wae found to decrease with increasing Mach number and simultane- 
ously increasing Reynolds number, through the transonic Mach number range 
covered by the tests. For low lift coefficients the transonic variation 
of aerodynamic-center position for the complete model was about 13 percent 
ofthemean aerodynamic chord. A large variation of downwash angle wLth 
angle of attack wae Fndicated at small angles of attack similar to that 
reported ti other tests of low-aspect-rat10 wings with tail locations in 
the wing chord plane. Buffeting of the model wae werienced at angles 
of attack greater than about 7' between Mach numbers of O-96 and 1.a. 

As part of a general investigation of the characteristics of low- 
aspect-ratio winga, flight teste were conducted on a model hav3ng a tri- 
angular Wang of aspect ratio 3 with.an NACA 0005-63 airfoil section end 
a 45O swept horizontal tail. The flight teats of the same m&age-tail 
combination with other wings were reported In references 1, 2, and 3. 
The wing of reference 3 differed from that reported on here only in aspect 
ratio. Wings of the same plan form as the wing of the present teats, but 
not necessarily the same airfoil eection, have been tested in other NACA 
facilities (see, for example, refs. 4, 5, 6, and 7). In the present tests 
the ranges of the wind-tunnel investigations were extended in the follotit 
particulars: 
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The tests were made at higher Reynolds numbers (8 million to 
22 mikion) at transonic Mach numbers (M = 0.80 to 1.12). 

2. Dynamic as well as static longitudinal-stability chsracter- 
istfca of the model were obtatied. 

3. Loading distributions over the fuselage of the model were 
obtained. --- 

4. Aerodynamic forces and moments 'were evaluated for the complete 
model, as well as for the major compone&s of the model, the wing, the 
fuselage, and, by taking differences, the tail. 

- 

The tests were made by the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory using the 
free-falling recoverable-model technique in sxi area provided by the Air 
Force at Edwards Air Force Base, Edwards, California. 
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SYMBOLS 

aspect ratio - 

wwi! span, ft -2 

local chord, ft 

mean aerodynamic chord of the wing, g Gay, f-b 

mommt of inertia of the model about the Y axis, slug-ft2 , 

Mach number 

statfc pressure 8t a fuselage orifice, lb/sq ft 

p2 - % 

rate of pitch, radians/set 

dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

angular acceleration in pitch, radians/sec2 

Reynolds number 
.- 

. .. 

radius of fuselage at longitudinal station x, in. 
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S 

V 

X 

Y 

CD 

CL 

Cm 

a 

& 

6 

B 

wing area, including portion of wing covered by fuselage, sq ft 

speed, ft/sec 

longitudinal distance from fueelage station 0, in. 

spanwise distance from model center Une, ft 

drag coefficient, drag 
clos 

lift lift coefficient, - v-- -- 90s 

pitching-moment coefficient, pitching moment 
so= 

angle of attack, deg 

rate of change of angle of attack, radiane/eec 

deflection of horizontal tail, deg 

downw-ash angle, deg 

Subscripts 

exposed panels 

lower 

complete model 

horizontal tail 
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max maximum 

min minimum 

derivative of the factor Gith reslject to khe-subsc?ript, 
3CL 

as ch = -z' etc.* 

. 
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MODS j -.-. .--. - ;. 

A three-view drawing of the complete model fs shown in figure 1 and 
additional~pertinent dimensions are listed in table I. Figure 2is a 
photograph of the mode.1 taken imnediatelyafter release from the carrier 
airplane. Shown attached to the model in Ifigure 2.is the booster which 
was used in some of the tests to obtain higher Mach-numbers. 

The wing was of triangular plan form:with an aspect ratio of 3. The 
airfoil section was the NACA 0005-63 parallel to the free stream; ordi- 
nates of this airfoil section are listed in table II. The wing panels 
were constructed with a composite steel core-and a plastic covering, the 
whole covered with plastic-impregnated glass cloth. The juncture of the. 
wing root and the fuselage was sealed with a flexible rubber seal. 

t 

All other components of the model were as described in reference 8. 

Forces and moments on the ekposed wing panels were measured on inter- 
nal strain-gage balances. Forces and moments or.th.e.complete model.were- .-- 
determined by accelerometer measurements. ' The instrumentation was identi- 
cal to that described in reference 1 except that potentiometers were sub- 
stituted for selsyns as transducers for the angle of attack and the angle 
of sideslip. -II 

TESTS 

The test procedure used was the same as that described in references 
8 and 9; that is, the model was released from the carrier airplane at 
high altitude and allowed to accelerate in. free fall. After the test 
Mach number was attained, the horizontal contY3l was -pulsed intermit- 
tently, and data were r&corded duk;Ing the ensuing cor&rol-rixed oscil- 
lations. At the conclusion of the test run, the model was decelerated 

I... 

v_ 



. 
by opening a dfve brake, and was finally eased to the ground on a para- 
chute. For some drops, rocket assist was employed in order to increase 
the attainable Mach nutuber. The booster rocket (fig. 2) was jettisoned 
at the conclusion of boost and prior to the actual test perid. 

The Mach numbers of the tests ranged fram 0.80 to 1.12, the Reynolds 
numbers from 8 million to 22 million (fig. 3), and the angles of attack 
from -lo to 22O for Mach numbers less than about 0.95, and from -lo to 
16O for Mach nuuibers greater than 0.95. The center of gravity was located 
at 0.299E or 0.397E, depending on the drop. 

. 

Data are presented in this report for five settings of the horizontal 
tail. Rach horizontal-tail angle is identified with a different trim 
angle-of-attack curve ti figure 4. 

The model was recovered at the conclusion of one drop with a l/4-inch- 
thick portion of the cover- of one wing panel broken out as shown in 
figure 5; the particular drop is identified in ffgure L as 6 = -12-l/2'. 
The flight records gave no lndfcation of the time that the failure 
occurred, leaving open the possibility that it occurred subsequent to 
the test phase of the drop. Since, In addition, there were no serious 
discrepancies between the data from this drop and adjacent data from 
other drops, these data were treated as though the Wang were undamaged. 

The range and accuracy of the instruments used Fn the present 
investigation were such as to give the same accuracy as was obtained 
in the 3nvestigatio.n of reference 8. Itfollowsthenthatthe error of 
any single quantity till for most of the coefficients be equal to the 
values given in reference 8, as follows: 

rtem Estimated msxtium error 

M = 0.85 M=l.m 

Machnumber 
angle of attack 
QT 
CLe End CLW 

%r 
me and Qw 
Gkn 

$gk 
k.Oog 
~.ocB 
f.001 
f.002 
f.001 
k.002 
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For one drop, that identified in figure 4 as 6 = -9-l/2' and . 
-15-l/20, the vertical acceleration record was lost and was estimated 
on the basis of the wing lift. For this drop, errors in estimation 
might have been as great as 10 percent.. The corresponding errors in the- 5 

coefficients %'J EUd CbT, would be 10 percent. Because this error 
affects only the-inertia loads of the w%q~ panels, the corresponding -:I 
errors ti the coefficients %, \, CDef and \ would be much smaller, 
of the order of 2.pe'rcent. The error in ( %/4)e and (C!q4> additional 
to those previously listed would be of the order of ztO.003. 

The over-all accuracy of the final. results is, of course, a function 
of factors additional to the precision of the fnstruments, but to which 
it is difficult to assign quantitative values. For example, the accuracy 
of sny one "static"data point is reduced by the fact that it is deter- 
mined through time correlation of a number of rapidly varying records. 
However, in deriving the curves show%gthe variation of a "static" quan- 
tity with, say, angle of attack, a large volume of data points is con- 
sidered, which helps to define more closely the correct fairlng of the 
data. Also, shifts in the data which occurred from drop to drop were. 
usually definable to a close degree by reference to a nmber of tifferent 
records ? and by the fact that the entire configuration was symmetrical 
with control undeflected. Consideration of alI these factors leads to the - 
conclusion that the accuracy of "static" results which were obtained by 
fairing the flight data is of the order of the values listed above. - 

RESULTS 

In general, the flight data were evaluated by the methods described 
in references 8 and 9. The results are identified as applying to the 
follawing: 

1. The exposed wing panels. 

2. The total wing, obtained by adding to the data for the exposed 
wing panels, the data obtained by integrating the pressure differences 
over the fuselage between stations 51 and 135. An additional total- 
wing drag increment was obta.ined by applying a skin-friction coeffi- 
cient of 0.0028 to the entire fuselage surface area between stations 
5land135. .I _..I -- __-_ -.----- .-._ ..,. I _I ~ --- -I-Y!! 

3* The complete model. 

. 
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Lfft 

III figure 6 curves are presented of a against CL for the test 
Machnumberrange, and in figure 7 the lift-curve slopes for the various 
components are plotted as a function of Mach number. In presenting the 
lift-curve slopes for the cmplete model in ffgure 7, it was assumed that 
the slopes were unaffected by deflectfons of the horizontal tail. 

Curves of C, against CL for the various components sre plotted 
in figure 8 for various Mach numbers. In figures 9(a), 9(b), ad 9(c) 
are plotted, respectively, as a function of Uach number, the values of 
Cu for the.totaIL wing and the complete model, the values of the drag- 

rise factor ao$ac,= for the total win@, and the values 0f the am/a%2 
for the exposed wing. The curves of CD against CL2 from which these 
values were obtazined were ILInear up to, and in some cases beyond 
value of C!L of 0.25 which is Indicated In figures g(b) and 9(cj pbe 
the limit of applicability of the data. There were tisufficient data 
tith the control undeflected to permit evaluation of the factor &!D/aCL2 
for the complete model. 

Static LongitudGLL Stability 

The variation of trim angle of attack with Mach number for several 
horizontal-tail positions is shown in figure 4. 

In figure 10(a) is shown the variation tith angle of attack of N 
as determined from G"T=%h SE, using the data evaluation procedures 
described 3n reference 8. A slight departure fram the method of refer- 
ence 8 was made in that the small effects of p%tch dsmplng were elimi- 
nated by fairing between values for positive and negative pitch- veloci- 
ties rather than by calculating the magnitudes of the damping contribution. 
Also shown in figure 10(a) are straight lines ha-g the slope Cma, as 

determIned from the periods of the control-fixed osciLLationa. For clarity 
of presentation the lines are drawn displaced Ln Cm from their actual 
locatlons by arbitrary amounts. No IL&es for + are shown for the 
drop defined in figure 4 by 6 = +-l/So to -15-l/Z", because the 
oscillations were not regular enough to give a well-defined perid in 
the presence of the stall&q that occurred In that drop. 
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Curves of CmT against a have been calculated for 6 = 0' for a . 

center-of-gratity location of 0.255 for the complete angle-of-attack 
ranges covered by the teats by applying corrections to the data of 
figure 10(a) for differences in center-of-gravity location and in I 
horizontal-tail setting. The calculated curves are presented in figure 
IO(b) together with corresponding curves_fxrrthe. exposed wing psnele and 
the total wing. The pitchtig-moment coeffi@.~ts due to the tail with 
s O", as determined by subtracttig fram the total-model data the data 
for= the total wing, are also included in figure 10(b). By this method 
of evaluation the value of ht will ticlude the contribution to Cm 
of the portion of the fuselage forward .of the region where pressures sre 
measured. The magnitude of this contribution is believed to be Inconse- 
quential in relation to that of the tail. 

The wing pitching moments about the WFng quarter-chord point have 
been cross-plotted in figure 11 in terms of C& against CL~, and r;l,, 
against Ch. The variations with Mach number of the aerodynamic-center 
location for various components of the model at small sngles of attack 
are shown in figure 12. 

Dynamic Longitudinal Stability 

Values of Cmq + Cm for the complete model are shown in figure 13 
as a function of Mach number. These values were obtained in the usual 
manner; that is, by deductFng the contributlm of the lift-curve slope 
from the total dsmpFng factor that was obtained from analysis of the 
control-fixed oscillations of the model. 

c 

, . 

Horiaontal-Tail Effectiveness 

The variation with Mach number of the horizontal~tail effectiveness 
parameter C& is shown ~JI figure 14. Two methods were used to evaluate 
this parameter. One method wasto plot: s against 6 during a control 

N-se, selecting data only for regimes where CL was reasonably constant. 
The eecond method used was to plot as a function of A6trb the change 
in $ that would be required to alIne the curves of figure 10(a) for 
6 # o" tith those for 6 = O". 

Loading Distribution Over Fuselage 

EI figure 15 sre plotted the distr~but.ions -of load.Ing along the 
fuselage center Use and along a Mne dJ.splaced 45O from the center line. (L 
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The locations of the orifices frm which the data were obtaFned are shown 
in figure 16. The data represent the difference in pressure coefficient 
between correspondT.ng orifices on the top and bottom of the fuselage. 

Ruffet Roundmy 

Figure 17 shows the variation with Mach number of the angle of attack 
at which buffeting began, These data were obtained from two of the drops; 
in the FemainFng drops the angle of attack was either belaw or above the 
boundary throughout the drop. The results indicate that buffeting was 
experienced at angle of attack greater than about 7" for tich numbers 
between 0.96 and 1.08. 

DISCUSSIm 

The lift curves of figure 6 show fairly regular variations with angle 
of attack up to the maximum lift coefficient or to the maximum test angle 
of attack, whichever occurred first. The lift-curve slopes at small angles 
of attack for the total wing Etnd for the complete model (fig. 7) are com- 
pared, respectively, in figures 18(a) and l8(b) with values obtained in 
other facilities for wTngs of the same plan form (refs. 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 
U, adl2). The comparisons indicate good agreement with data from the 
Ames X&foot and 6- by 6-foot wind tunnels, and the Langley Pilotless. 
Aircraft Research Division. The data fram.the Ames 2- by 2-foot Kind 
tunnel are in agreement over parts of the Mach number range, while the 
data from the Ames 16-foot wind-tunnel bump, and the Langley 26-indh 
transonic blowdown tunnel BhoW considerably lower slopes. Comparisons 
of test conditions indicate that the lower lift-curve slopes of the latter 
tests are not due to dffferences in Reynolds number or in airfoil thick- 
ness. In the absence of other explsnations, nonuniformities of tunnel 
air flow appear to be a likely cause of the discrepancies. 

The lift curves for the wing generally decrease in slope with Fn- 
creasing angle of attack (figs. 6 and 7). This trend is e&ibited by 
the wind-tunnel data also. 

For Mach numbers less thsn about 0.92 the m lift of the total 
wing occurs at about 170 angle of attack. The value of the max!mum lift 
coefficient increases from 0.83 to 0.97 as the Mach number Fncreases from 
0.84 to 0.92. Some irregulsrities sre appsrqt in the lift curves at 
angles of attack less than that for maximum lift. Such irregulsrities 
are frequently associated with undesirable stalling chsracteristics whfch 
could limit the usable lift coefficients of this wing to vdnes less than 
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the maximum quoted above. For Mach numbers greater th= 0.96, the maxi- 
mum lift coefficient was not attained at the highest test angle of attack 
of 16'. 

In figure g(a) the flight variationof minimum drag coefficient with 
Mach number for the complete model. is comparedwith the theoretical varia- 
tion computed by adding to the subsonic value the increment determined by 
the method described in reference 13. The computed and flight curves are 
seen to be in excellent agreement with each other. 

In figures g(b) and g(c) the experimental curves of drag rise with 
lift, expressed in terms of the factor &D/&!D2, are compared with values 
computed assuming (1) an elliptic spanwise .drstrib.ut&on of-lift at sub- __ 
sonic speeds (l/zA), tith modifications accordfng to linear theory for 
Mach numbers greater than 1.0; and (2) the resultant-force vector due to 
angle of attack perpendicular to the wing chord (l/57.3 Cb). Low-lift 
values of CL were used in the expression l/57.3 CL~ The results show 
a large and g&eraUy progressive variation with Mach number through the 
test range. At a Mach number of 0.88 the.resultant-force vector due to 
angle of attack is inclined only a moderate amount from perpendicularity 
to the chord, but as the Mach number fs increased the drag-rise factor e 
approaches the minimum vaJ.ues given by l&ear theory..Thi_s-vsriatfpn ia. 
different from that experienced with the unswept wing of reference 1 and 
the aspect-ratio-4 triangular wing of reference 3. 

Reference 14 shows the considerable effect that Reynolds number may 
have on the value of &!&ICD2, the value decreasing with increasing 
Reynolds number at any particular Mach number. In the present tests the 
Reynolds number varied.simultaneously with the Mach number in each drop. 
The particular variation for the drop that defined the curves of h 
and &D/&!L~ is shown as a supplementary scale infigure 9. Because of 
this simultaneous variation it is impossible from these tests to state 
with certainty whether Mach number or Reynolds number is the determining 
factor. 

Static Longitudinal Stability 

In figures 19(a) and 19(b) the varlaticrn of aerodynamic-center 
location with Mach number at low lift coefficients as determin ed from 
the flight tests is compared with the variations measured for wings of 
the same plan form in other test facilities (refs. 4, 11, 12, and 15). 
The variations are similar, the aerodynamic-center movements over the 

t 

(r 
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trausonic range being about O.IOE for-the wing and. about 0.13E for the 
complete model. The absolute aerodynamic-center locations are generally, 
however, several percent mean aerodynamic chord aft of the locations 
measured in the other tests. 

There was little movement of the aerodynamic center tith changing 
angle of attack over the unstalled range of angles as indicated by the 
linearity of the curves of figures 10 and Ill, and by the small difference 
Fn aerodynamic-center location between a=OO anda=lOO in figure 12. 

. 

At subsonic Mach numbers the stability contribution of the tail was 
small at small angles of attack (figs. IO(b) and 12). In particular, at 
a Mach number of 0.92, the tail contribution is indicated to be very 
small, and even negative at tties, over the entire range of angles of 
attack tested, a = 0' to 22O. The tail-effectiveness data of figure 14 
do not show sufficient reduction at small angles of attack to account 
for the stability changes noted. The probable cause of the reduced tail 
contribution is a large variation of downwash angle tith angle of attack. 
References 4 and 6 both show large variations of downwash angle with angle 
of attack at small angles of attack for Mach numbers and tail locations 
corresponding to the tests of this report. These same references also 
show that at Mach numbers in the vicinity of 0.92, the large downwash- 
angle variations persist to the highest angles of attack of any of the 
Mach numbers covered by the two investigations. Similar indications of 
large downwash-angle variations at small angles of attack were also 
reported for tails located in the chord planes of two other low-aspect- 
ratio wing plan forms (refs. 1 and 3). It seems fairly well established 
from all these results that, at least for operation at high subsonic Mach 
numbers, a tail located near the chord plane of low-aspect-ratio wings 
will contribute little to the static stability. 

Dynamic Longitudinal Stability 

The results of figure 13 show that values of the dampin@;-in-pitch 
parameter %+w are of the same order as values estfmated for 
the fuselage plus the tail in the presence of the wing. The contrfbution 
of the tail was estimated as described In reference 9 using a value of 
a+z of 0.5. In view of the preceding discussion that indicated the 
existence of much higher values of ae/& at small angles of attack, a 
higher value of a@& should probably have been used in the calcula- 
tion. However, further refinements of this k-indwere conslderedunwar- 
ranted in tiew of the nonlinearity of the variation of E with a and 
the fact that each value of % + Q was determined from several cycles 
of data, each of which covered a d5fferen-t range of angles of attack. 
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Some values of ti + Q are shown in reference 16 for a wing of 
the same plan form as the test wing. Addition of the increment for the 
wing as obtained from reference 16 to the estimated values for the fuse- 
lage and tail seems to improve the agreement with the fl&ht data in 
figure 13; this agreaent should, however, be regarded as fortuitous in 
view of the nonlinearities previously discussed. 

. 

Horizontal-Tail Effectiveness 

In figure 14 flight values of the parameter Cm 
other flight data for the same tail located behind W-L 

are compared with 
gs of other plan 

form. Ih general, the results appear to b.e consistent with the previous 
data. 

SUMMAKY CE RESULTS 

Flight tests at trans.&c speeds of a. free-falling model incorpora- 
ting an aspect-ratio-3 triangular wing a& a 45O swept horizontal tail 
in the chord plane of the wing showed the fofiow%ng results: .- 

1. The drag-rise-nith-lift factor for the wing decreased with 
increasing Mach number and simultaneously 'increasing Reynolds number 
throughout the transonic speed range. Th+ result contrasts with pre- 
viously obtained flight results on an unswept wing and an aspect-ratio-4 
triangular wing which showed little variation in the factor throughout, 
the same range of Mach numbers. 

2. A large variation of downwash angle with angle of attack at 
small angles of attack that had been reported+ other tests with tail 
locations In the chord plane of low-aspect-ratio wings was also indi- 
cated in the present investigaticm. The range of angles of attack over 
which this effect was observed was particularly large at Mach numbers 
near 0.92. -. 

3. For low lift coefficients the transonic variations of aerodynamic- 
center position for the complete model was about 13 percent of the mean 
aerodynamic chord. 

4. Buffeting of the model %s qer+ced at angles of attack 
greater than about 7" at Mach numbers between 0.96 and 1.08. 
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5. The lift chsracterfstics of the model were simi7ar to those 
determIned in other tests of wfngs of the same plan form. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Apr. 18, 1955 
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. .. ------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..____.-_-_____.._ 

!cABLE I.- DIKEKSICNS CE'FREEKFALLMCIEL 

Gross weight, lb .................... 1838 and 1702 
Moment of inertia about Y axis, slugs-ft2 ....... 980 and 850 
Center of gravfty .................. 0.299 and 0.39v 
wing 

Area,sqft ......................... 3l.4 
Area, exposed panele, sq f-t ................. 23.5 
Aspectratio. ........................ 3.0 
Tagerratio 
Span,ft .................................................... 9.; 
Meanaerodynami.cchord.ft .................. 4.31 
Airfoil section, psra~ Ed. to stream ......... NACA 0005-63 

Horizontal tail (all-movable, pivoixing about axis 
p~endiculartolongitudinalsxI.6 of model) 
Area (including 2.0 sq ft included in fuselage), aq ft .... 6.0 
Aspect ratio. ........................ 4.5 
Taperratia ......................... 0.20 
spa2l.f-t ........................... 5.u 
Mean aerodynamic chord (Fnclud3ng area included In 

fuseI.age),ft ........................ 1.36 
Leading edge of mean aerodynamic chord ........ Station 153.6 
Rootch0rd.f-t ........................ 1.96 
Tipchord,ft ........................ 0.40 
Airfoil section, parallel to stream .......... NACA 65006 
Cap between tail and fuselage at O" deflection, in. 

Vertical . (all-movable differentially, pivoting abokt' 
... l/l6 

axis perpendicular tolongitudinalsxis of model) 
Area (ticludfng 1.4 sq ft included Fn fuselage) sq f-t .... 3.3 
Aspect ratio ......................... 5.1 
Taperratio ......................... 0.22 
Spm.ft ........................... 4.1 
Mean aerodynamic chord (fncludingareaticludedFn 

fuselage),ft ....................... 0.93 
Leading edge of mean aerodgnamic chord. ....... Station151.0 
Root chord, ft. ....................... 1.34 
Tipchord,ft ........................ 0.29 
Airfoil sectim, per-pendic~lar to 

8 
uarter-chofi line . . RACA 65009 

Cap betweentailandfuselage at 0 deflection, fn. ..... l/l6 
Fuselage 

Fineness ratio. ....................... 12.4 
Crdinate at station x (x = 8.0 to 

x =139.4), Fn. ............ r =8.5[1 -(wyri4 



TABLE II.- ORDINATES OF WIXGAIRFOIL SECTICM 

station, Ordinate, 
percent chord percent chord 

0 
1.25 
2.50 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 

~0"'~ 
50:oo 
60.00 
70.00 
80.00 
go. 00 
95.00 

100.00 

0 
.789 

1.ceg 
1.481 
l-750 
1.951 
2.227 
2.391 
2.476 
2.501 
2.418 
2.206 
1.902 
1.527 
l-093 

.603 
9336 
.m 

Leading-edge radius : 0.278 percent chord 

NACA RM A55Dl.8 



WhIPI alrfoil eeotlon: NACA 0005-63 (~t,re~j.s~ 

a vane 

Note: Fuselage statIona given in 
inchefs, dimensions in feet Sta ‘s - 

I---- 147.5 \ P 
45O 4 

sta 
0 End of theoretical. 

fusela@;e ordInatea 45O 

\ 
Sta 

Sta 150.5 Sta 

Figure l.- Dbeneional sketch of test mcdel ccmfigwatlon. 



Figure 2." Test model in free flfght with booster attached. 
A-19798 
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Figure 3.- VariationHi.th kch number oPReynold~ number coveredbytestpmgrm. 
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Figure 4.- Vadation with Mach number of trim angle of attack for eeveral harizontal-tail settings. E 
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Figure 5.- Upper surface of left ting &m&g damage sustained during drop tith 8=-12-1/2°. 
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Figure 6.- Lift curves for various components of the teat model. 
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l%gure 7.” Variationiiith Mach number of lift-curve slopes for the ccanpcnents of the teat model. :: 
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Figure 8.- Variation of drag with lift for the complete mcdd ad for the wing at various Mach s 
numbers. b s 
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(b) Drag rise with lift - total wing. 
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(c) Drag rise with 1Ift - exposed wing. 
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Figure 9.- Variation with Mach number of minimum drag coefficient for 
the wing and the complete model, ~&of drag-rise factor &Z-$3%2 
for the wing. Primed values are based on dimeneicme of the exposed 
wing, rather than the total KLng. 
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Figure lO.- Variation with angle of attack of pitching-moment coefficients for VaxLoue aomparrents 
of the teat model. 
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center of gravity at 0.253. 
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Figure IA- Variation with Mwh number of aerodynamic-center locaticm for the wing and for the 
cmplete mcdel.. 
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Figure 13.- Variation with Mach number of the cbnpbg-ln-pftch parameter, I&Q + h. 
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Figure 14.- Variation with Mach number of harizontal-tail-~ectiveness parameter, C$+ center 
of gratity at 0.299E. 
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Figure 16.- lkcations of pressure mificee in upper and l0xer BKtfaces af fuselage. 3 
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Plgure 17.” Variatim with MEPA number of angle of attack at which buffet&x begins. 
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Plgure X3.- Oompsrison of lUt-curve slopes ior total wing and fox ccxnplete model at zero lift 
with reeults obtained frcan different tests. 
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Figure lg.- Comparison of aerodymmlc-center variations of total wing and of cmplete model. at 
law lift coefficients tith reeulte obtained from different teete. 
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